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EVALUATION OF NEW TECHNOlOGV ON COLOMBIAN 

FARHS PRODUCING BEANS: 

METHOOOLOGY ANO RESULTS* 

Jahn H. Sanders 

Farm testing is the lagical extension of the research evaluation process 

once a technology has been identified on the experiment station and 

regionally tested for adaptation. Farm testing is an especially 

important component of the research process in developing countries, 

where there 15 not much communicatian between the potential users of 

new ~echnology. the farmers, and the producers af the technology, the 

researchers. The research problems at the farm are different from 

those at the experiment station or in regional trials so there are 

important distinctions in design and analysis between traditional agron

omical experiments and farm trials. The evaluation process developed 

here sueeessfully identified the technology adopted by farmers. The 

results of the farm trials often substantially modify the poliey reeom

mendatians whieh could have been arrived at uti 1 izing the results from 

the experiment station and/or regional trials . 

*The enclosed paper ¡neludes the farm testing in both the Bean and 
Cassava Programs; however, the seminar will ,anly be eoneerned with 
the Bean Program res " T~met~IO~Y '1't-n ized for evaluation 
of the new techno gy/¡ i s t¡'~e ,J.Il ,13lCa a~d Cassava Economi es. 
Moreover, this pa er {sco,~r~ b}' -Sa~de~s and John Lynam. 
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I N T R O O U e T ION 

Farm yields of 57 to 93 percent of experiment station results have been 

reported in Australia in the late sixties (Dillon, 1977 

p.175). In an Asian comparison of experiment station, farm trials, and farmers' 

yields a higher physical response to ferti I izer was found on the experiment 

station due to better management of the complementary factors principally water 

and insect control· (Barker, 1978, p.SO). These documented yield differences 

between the experiment station and the farm in new technology performance are 

one basis for extending the research process onto farm testing. Moreover, 

comparative yields are an inadequate criterion for evaluation of new technolo

gy since farmers are not yield maximizers. To measure the differences in yield 

response and to incorporate economic and systems analysis researchers are in

creasingly moving off the experiment station into regional and farm trials. 

In the next section the distinctions between farm testing and traditional 

agronomical research are made and evaluation criteria for farm trial analysis 

are proposed. Then the second section analyzes the ne"' technology performance 

of the bean and cassava programs with these criteria. 

A METHODOLOGr FOR FARM TESTING AS A COMPONENT OF 

THE RESEARCH PROCESS 

Most new agricultural technology is either developed or adapted at the 

public sector experiment station or at some private sector equivalent. The 

identification and diffusion of best farmer praetiees can also increase income 

of those farmers with similar resourees (Biggs, 1980, p.141); hOl·,ever, the big 

ineome gains are expeeted to come from the introduction of new inputs. Once 

a new teehnology is developed at the experiment station, adaptation to dif

ferent environments must be evaluated sinee the effeet of most biological and 

ehemieal agrieultural technologies can be influcnced by el imate, edaphic and 

other factors including diseases and inseets. Intensive management on the ex

periment stat ion may evcn aeecntuate the d ifferenees betl'/een exper iment stat ion 

and farOl conditions. "Most experiment stations are managed in sueh a way that 
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over time soil structure, fertilizer, weeds, pests and diseases are quite dif

ferent to farmers' fields" (Byerlee, et.a1-, 1979, p.7l. 

On the experiment station and in regional trials higher yields than the 

farmers' check generally indicate successful performance. Occasionally, 

economié analysis of experiment station or regional trials is done sueh as the 

response to fertilizer. However, in the first two levels of the researeh 

process (Figure 1), the analytieal teehnique is predominantly sorne variation 

of the statistical signifieance of the treatments. 

lhe differenees between regional and farm trials can be illustrated by 

identifying the researeh questions left unanswered in a regional variety 

trial. In most regional variety trials a number of new varieties are eompared 

with one or more local varieties at some input level. lhis input level is 

generally neither the very high level of the experiment station nor the low 

level often found on farms in developing countries. It is sorne arbitrarily 

ehoosen intermediate level between the two. Experiment station input 

levels are often very high so that individual input effects can be analyzed 

for their maximum effect without other faetors constraining yields. For 

many of the food erops farmers in developing countries have . 
developed low density, low input systems with low but stable 

yields requiring few inputs except family labor. Utilizing 

farmer's cultural praetices the effeet of any one input change, 

such as a new variety, is expected to be minimal or at least very 

difficult to measure. New varieties typically are ~ccompanied 

with recommendations for both higher density and higher input 

utilization than those of the farmer. Hence, it is appropria-te that the 

input level of the variety trials is between the levels of the experiment 

station and the farms. 

lhe research question of the regional variety trials is whether there is 

a significant difference betlveen one or more of the new varieties and some 

proxy for the farmers' variety(ies). fbn-treatment variance is minimized not 

only by util izing the same input levels, but also lVith high levels of manage-
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ment, and frequently on sites with higher soil fertil ity than that of IDOst 

farmers. 

There are fourbasic problems with these regional varlety trials: there 

may be qualitative differences between the new and the commercial varieties 

reflected in the market price hence yield comparisons would not be an 

appropriate selection criterion; the arbitrary input Jevel utilized in the 

,regional variety trials including the choice of cropping system may not be 

more profitable than the farmers' practices either with the commercial or the 

new varieties; even if one new variety and the accompanying inputs is more 

prof i table than present farmer pract ices. there may be other constra i nts in 

the farmiog system preyenting adoption of the new technology: regional 

variety trials do not take ioto account the large between farm variance in 

the performance of new technology. These problems are overcome by extending 

the research process onto farm trials. In the specific case aboye one or more 

new varieties are obtained from the regional yariety trials and placed on a 

large number of farms in the target area at different input levels and 

compared with the farmers' variety at these input levels. 

Before specifying in more detail the differences in the analytical 

techni~ues of the farm trials with traditional agronomical experiments it is 

useful to review the types of agronomic trials and the stages of analysis. 

(Table 1). There have be en tnree primary approaches to analyze agronomical 

experiments. The first approach of the factorial experiments has already 

been discussed for yariety trials but is equally applicable in other 

agronomic trials. It il sorne variation of analysis of yariance to test the 

statistical effect of the treatments or the statistical significance of the 

difference between one or more new treatments from some proxy for farmars' 

practices. The second approach of the optimal input leyel has proliferated 

since the tifties with the increased sophistication of economists and 

agronomists in differential calculus. Unfortunately, in agriculture optimal 

levels are not yery meaningful unless variation in yield performance due to 

weather. insects, and diseases ¡s also Incorporated into the analysis. 

Since the ¡nfluenee and probability level. of these stochastic factors is 

often very dlfficult to measure, optimal levels should be considerad as a 

• 
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TABLE 1 
PRINCIPAL TVPES OF AGRONOMV EXPERIHENTS. ANALVTICAL TECHNIQUES. 

Types of tria 15 

Stages of analysis and 
the research problems 

ANO THE RESEARCH PROBlEMS 

Variety 
Fertilizer 
Herbi ei de 
Otile.' Defensive Cbemicals 
Oensity 
Minus One 
Plus One 

Factorial Experiments -

Is there a significant yield effect from 
the input studied with most other inputsa 

held constant at sorne arbitrary level? 

Optimal Input leve I -

At arbitrary levels of most other inputsa 

held constant and kno"m incidence level. 
of the stochastic factors (weather. dis
ease, and inseets), loJhat is the optimum 
Jevel of the input studied? 

EvaJuation of Combinad Inputs -

Is the combined treatment profitable 
compared Ivi th farmars I pract ices? 

aObviously, both factorial and optimal input level experiments can consider 
more than one input at a time; however, the analysis usually emphasizes 
the separation of individual input effects and interaction terms. 

Source: The .tages are taken from the division of types of farm tria!s 
customarily utilized in CIMM'fT. (Byerlee, eLal., 1979, Figure 2). 
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mathematlcal concept wlthout many practical appllcations in agriculture, (To 

incorporate risk into farm decislon mak1ng and the analysis of experimental 

datq see Ancleroon, et,al" 1977, Anderson, 1973. and Oillon, 1977). 

80th the factorial and tne optimal level experiments can incorporate 

severa 1 inputs and analyze lnteraction effects. HO~/ever, unless the critical 

variables. determining yields have already be en narrowed dOl"n for a region, 

the evaluation of a large number of factors (móre than three) can lead to 

very large individual experlments, thereby discouraging the researcner from 

undertaking many farm experlments (see tne country studles In IRRI, 1977). 

Tne summary cornments on methodology of the IRRI statist!clan working with the 

rice farm trial network in Asia focus on tne principal probJems of farm ex

per imentat ion: "tne number of farms used for the (farm) experiment is 

usually too small to adequately represent the widely d!fferent farming con

ditions existing in tne study areas. Most agronomists responsible for tne 

field tests nave tne tendency to empnasize tne need for more replications at 

the sacrifice of tne requirement for more farms. There ls al50 a tendency to 

¡nelude too many test factors (so as not to miss any major ones} , resulting 

in large experiments and, consequentlYt fewer experiment farms. Because of 

famili':lrity with experiment statron trials t there is a tendency to f01lo\" tne 

same ll1ethod of management and data colleetion" {Gomez, 1977, p.6}. 

Sorne factorial trials may be necessary to identify the appropriate 

chemical or variety for a specific soíl type or micro-climate and to indicate 

a limited number of input combinations for the final stage of economic 

evaluation. This final stage after the analysls of individual input effects 

is the farm trials. Tne principal researcn problem of farm trials is tne 

profitabl 1 ity of the nel'i combined treatments. Can the farmer make money 

witn the new technology? One input changes are expected to nave 1 ittle effect 

in agriculture due to the interrelated or systems nature of crop production. 

A modification in one part of tne system precipitates otner changes. for 

example, increased density in Antioquian bean production requires better dís

ease control due to hígher anthracnose incidence. i'\oreover, with higner 

density an improved support system or les5 vigorous varieties and modiflca

tions in methods of performing the otner cultural practices, such as weedíng 
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aod sprayiog, may also be oecessary (CIAT, 1980 and 19SI). The multiplicative 

effects of combined input utilization are Indicated by tne large interactlon 

terms frequently observed in factorial trials (Gomez, 1977. p.12 ff). In 

surnmary, the most interesting results to farmers are obtaining income galns 

froro input combinations. hence the farm trials need to move as rapidly as 

possible to the economic aod systems evaluation of the combinad effects. 

Besides profitability the new tecnnológy must fit into the whole farm 

system. A new technology may be highly profitable in budgeting analysis but 

still less profitable than another alternative or it may have high seasonal 

labor requirements, wnen family labor is not available and hired labor is 

veryexpensive. Moreover, the off-farm resource requirements such as capital 

may be very high. Linear programming analysis considers the whole farm 

context with the different alternatives and resources available to the farmers. 

Programming analysis is very data and computer intensive hence an alternative 

methodology has been suggested of utilizing large plots and farmer management 

to identify labor or management constraints (Zandstra, 1979, p. 149). However, 

the modeling of linear or more sophisticated programming enables the 

consideratlon of more constraints at a reduced cost of field operations. 

Moreover. an evaluation of the potential fit of nel-¡ technology into the 

farmers' system by observing farmer util ization makes very strong assumptions 

about the sample selection of potential 'adopters and the farmers' ability to 

instantaneously adjust his resource allocation when presented wjth new 

alternatives. The assumption of instant optimal managerial adjustment to the 

new activities and resource combinations involved in the introduction of 

new technology ignores the phenomenon of learning by doing whereas sensitivity 

analysis in prograrnming can handle different management abilities. 

Since there are a large number of rescarch problems in the farm trials. 

the evaluation is a complex process involving several analytical techniques 

(Figure 2). The st"~dard statistical test of the significance of the dif

ference between one or more new technologies and the farmers' practices is 

first utilized. One important qual ification should be put on this analysis. 

There is nothing sacred about 5% or 1% probabi l ity levels for Type I erros. 

Type ¡ crror is the rcjcction of the null hypothesis when it is true and 

• 
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FIGURE 2. FtOW CHART FOR NEW TECHtlOtOGY EVALUATION IN fARM TRIALS 
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Type JI error is the acceptance of the null hypothesis when it ís not true. 

For a given number of observations demanding a lower Type I error wil1 

¡ncrease the probability of a Type II error. These are practical or applied 

declsions and not governed by sorne iron law of statistics. The choice of 

probability levels should be determined by the costs of a mistake of Type 

or Type l' and ~ by tradition. 

At any stage of the evaluation process a new technology may be unsuccess

fuI. Before returning to tlle design process in toe experiment station or 

regional site stratification of farms, where toe technology is and 15 not 

sucessful, Is attempted. A large sample size is utilized to overcome one major 

research proble of farm trials, the large between farm variatlen of new 

technology performance, For example, diffusion between farms of new 

varietles of wheat and corn oas been shown to be princlpally related to 

"differences (sometimes subtle) in soils, climate, water availability, or 

otoer biological factors" (Perrin and Winkelmann, 1976, p.893). This 

stratification can be done with a priori theoretical considerations or 

statistical searching devices, such as cluster analysis or multiple regression. 

Obvious examples are fertilization on soils of low and high fertility or a 

stres!¡ resistant variety on sites witll and without the particular stress. If 

toe stratification identifies a sub-group of farms wito a particular set of 

conditions, in which the technology was successful, toen the evaluation 

process can be resumed for this sub-sample. To summarize, rather than minimize 

non-treatment variance as is done in most agrenomical experiments, the 

on-farm trials analyze the sources of this varianee to identify the farm level 

factors effecting the economie performance of tOe new technology. 

Tlle researen process proeeeds from the experiment statien to regional 

trials and finally te farm level evaluation, Feedback from the farm enables 

a more direct farm level input into future technology design as "ell.as 

testing the new technology under the variability of the farm conditions in 

. the target aroa (Cilbart, et.al., 1980). Once the technology has passed the 

ecenomic and systems criteria, the researeh evaluation process is terminated 

and suggestions can be made for extension (Figure 1), The far~ers' goals are 

undoubtedly more complex than maximizing profit; nevertheless, these simple 

", 
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economic criteria and the fit of the new technology into the production 

systern rnove the evaluation closer to the farrners' 90als than the conventional 

yield rnaxirnization criterion. The new technology either passes the economic, 

whcle farrn evaluation or is returned to the biological scientists 

responsible for the designo In the next section this rnethodology is applied 

to various new technologies in the Bean and Cassava Prograrns of CIAT. 
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RESULTS OF THE FARM TRIALS IN COLOMBIA, 1977-1980 

In 1976 a series of potential new technologies were identified based upon 

experiment station and regional trial results in two major crop prograros of 

CIAT. From 1977 to 1980 farm level experimentation with these technologies was 

undertaken .in both the field bean and cassava programs. This sectíon sum

marizes toe principal results of these trials utllizjng toe methodology of toe 

previous seetion (Figure 2). 

In both crop programs the effect of fertil izer depended upon the original 

50il fertility and the crop rotatlon. With stratificat!on of the farm trials 

accordíng to these faetors sub-samples were identified, in whieh fertilization 

had a significant effect on yields (Table 2). On twenty percent of the bean 

producers in toe Huila farm trials and in all of the farm trials in Restrepo 

increased fertilization was hlghly profitable but substantially inereased tne 

capital requirements (CIAT, 1979, 1980). In the 10w fertílity soils of the 

marginal coffee region, if the capital were available, profit maximizing bean 

producers would utilize much higher fertilization levels according to tne 

programming analysis (Stabile, 1979 and CIAT, 1980). There Vlas a yield 

response to cassava fertilization on the peor solls of the Colombian coast¡ 

however, fertilizer use was unprofitable on both traditional and new varieties 

toere (Sanders and Lynam, 1980a, p.S). 

In crops produced principally by small farmers for local food markets 

without price supports tne util ization of more fertiJe soils (beans) or rota

tion (beans and cassava) traditionally has been substituted for fertilization. 

Regional fertilization trials often show a dran~tic physical response by 

selecting sites where the initial fertil ity levels are extremely 10\. (CIAT, 

1979, p. C-47, l¡8). \;fith such larga differences bet\>leen regional trials and 

farm sites the importance of the farm trials befo re making recomendadons Is 

obvious. To produce be.)ns in the IOHer fertility soils, as in marginal coffee 

areas, ehemical fert! I izat ion wi 11 nave a nigh return and I.¡ 11 be necessary or 

yields wil1 be extremely low (Stabile. 1979). In the future as area expansion 

uecomes more difficu1t, the profitability of tne substitution for land with 

fertilizer wi11 increase. 
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New Technologies 

Fertil ¡zatioo 

"Clean" ór Improved Seed 
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Inoculat ion 

New Vaf"'ietíes 

Fertil¡zation 
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-\.leed control 
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NO 

VES 
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VES 
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VES 

Price discount makes it 
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rigid for color and seed 
slze 

NO 
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cash out lay 
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with a longcr time In 
the ground as breeding 
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fít into farmers' 
Production System 
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capital reQuirements 

Huila: tow rate of return 
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more difficult 
P.estrepo: Hign capital re: 
qui rements as so; 1 fert i 17 
ity is toe mest Jimiting 
eOhstraint 

large management require
ments 

.' 

Farmer Adoption 

Huila: Higher density, 
SO;;C-spray i n9 

Pntioquia! Change of 
chemical controls but no 
density ¡ncrease 
Restrepo: Higner densrty 
and spraying bvt stiJl 
little fertilization 

". 
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"elean seed" was reported to increil\se yields on the experiment station by 

85% and to be a major factor in a regional trial on 8q hectares in Guatemala 

where bean yields were Increased· from 515 to 1.545 kgiha (CiAT. 1975. pp.124 

and 151). "CIAT has clearly demonstrated the major yield increases possible 

simply by using clean seed" (TAe. 1977. p.)I). The report aboye recommended 

toat CIAT help national programs develop the capacity to produce "c!ean seed" 

principally upon the basis of these experiment station and regional results. 

In the Colombian farm trials four different types of improved seed were testad 

in two regions over two years on approximately flfty farms. There is sti!1 

some discussion among CIAT pathologists on the exact definition of "clean 

seed"¡ however. two of the seed sources for the farm trials were produced with 

irrigation. intensive roguing of sick plants. and high levels of management 

and chemical protection. in general. there was no yield effect on the farms 

from tnese investments to improve seed qual ity. Farmers evidentally were 

effective in selecting their seed and improved seed quality at feasible levels 

of disease management and cleaning of seed for Latin American conditions did 

not appear to be an adequate substitute for disease resistant bean varieties. 

The "elean seed" case is tne clearest example to date of tne danger of making 

recommendations before undertaking farm tríals. 

improved agronomy practices of both beans and cassava. including higher 

density and better disease and insect control with either spraying in beans 

or stake treatment in cassava. gave significant yield increases in the farm 

trials and were highly profitable in the budgeting analysis. In the whole fann 

context the return on capital from the improved bean agronomy was very low. 

only 11 percent. However. combining this improved bean agronomy technology with 

ne\Ol storage technology to avoid the post-harvest price collapse gave reasonable 

rates of return to capital, 33 to 69 percent (Table 3). Capital requiren~nts 

were increased by over three times and the farmer has to wait another four 

".onths to sell his bc¿¡ns. Nevertheless. the improvcd agronomy technologies in 

beans suecessfully passed the thrce evaluatíon eritería and are presently 

being adopted by farmers in all three regio~s with modifícatioos (Table 2). 

With a very sma!1 cash outlay the improved agronomy cassaVa technology increased 

¡ncome by 65Z in the budgeting calculation; hOlvevcr, manageOlent requiremcnts 

are substantíal and 00 farOler adoption has beco observed as yet (Sanders and 
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Table 3. ¡ncomes, Credit Requlrements and Returns to Capital from Various 

tlcw Technologles on Small Farms, Southern Huila, 1979. 

Farm Income (Pesos) 

Income Increase (%) 
Capital Borrowing (Pesos) 

Return on an Additional 
Unit of Capital 

Typical Farm 
(2.4 ha) 

76,796 

9,333 

Introductlon of 
High Technology 
Caturra Corfee 

106,881 
'39 

18,593 

0.11 

Introduction of High Technology Caturra 
plus Various Sean Technologlcs 

Monoculture Bcans 
-Improved Agronomy 

(MB lA) 

118,)19 
11 

26,532 

0.11 

MElA 
plus 50% 
5torage 

134,519 
14 

30,000 

0.33 

.MlllA 
plus 100% 
storage 

155,219 
15. 

30,000 

0.69 

$ources: The typical farm estlmate 15 synthesized from farm data collected In Hulla, Colombia in 1979. The 
impacts of new technology are the profit maximízing linear programming results from the model farm 
with new technologies introduced sequentially. 

See Arcia and Sanders, 1980, and CIAT, 1981. 
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Lynam, 1980a, pp. 7 and 8). 

In regional trials excellent responses to inoculation with Rhizobium for 

nitrogen in beans fixatioo have beeo obtained. (CIAT, 1978, p.B-41 and Table 

4). With the same variety and altitude as in the regional trials farm trials 

wer carried out over tvro years on 30 farms. The inoculated treatment gave 

lower yi~lds and lower net income than the treatment with nitrogen in spite 

of the lower fertilizer costs of the inoculated treatment (Table 4). 0'1 the 

farms there were heavy infestations of one root rot (fusarium) not e'lcountered 

in the regional trials. ThuI, the farOl trlals identified for the bean micro

biologist the 'leed for a fungicide effective against fusarium and compatible 

with the Rhizobium. 

The principal product of most international centers il new varieties, 

v,hieh are ulually combined with improved agronomy (Evans, 1980, p.396) •. In 

1976 varietal evaluation was more adva'lced in the cassava than in the bean 

programo Several new varieties more than tripled farmers' mean yields 

(CIAT, 1978, p.C-44). In the cassava farm tríals one new varietal selection 

and improved agronomy outyielded the traditional variety with the farmers' 

cultural practices by 108%; however, the yield advantage was much smaller 

over the traditional variety wíth improved agronomy, only 27%. Unfortunately, 

the lower starch content of the new varieties resulted in a 40 to 60% priee 

diseount sinee the new varieties could only be sold on the industrial starch 

market hence they were less profitable than the traditional variety "ith 

improved cultural practiees (Sanders and Lynam, 1980a, pp. 11 ff). Moreover, 

the starch content of the furmers' variety was more stable over time and 

under stress than the new varieties. Cassava spoils rapidly after the harvest 

and small cassava producers often sell their harvest over a long time period 

beyond the optimum physical maturity leaving the cassava in the ground until 

the sale. Henee, not only starch content but also ¡ts maintenance over time 

beyond maturity \.ere both indicated as important selection characteristics 

for eassava breeders. 

In the evaluation of bean varieties the results ,-¡ere similar though the 

differences 'vere not as dramatic as in cassava. In regional trials the yields 

of the farmers' variety \.ere inferior to those of the new .selections; hov,evcr, 

these yield results were reversed in the farOl trials with the farmers' variety 

outyielding all four new sclections in 1979 and 1980 (Table 4). In the regional 
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Table 11. RegIonal yieJa trlals t farm trials, prfces and net incO(lles from 

inoculation wrth Rhizobfum and from different varienes, 

la Selva and El Carmen, Antíoquia, 1979 and 1980 

Reg lonal 
trlal 

Farm trlals 

Inoculationa , 1979 

tields of the check wfth nitrogen 

Average yields of the three best 
Rhizobium strains 

Average yields of the inoculated 
treatments at two densities 

Varietal effcct, 1979 

Farmers l variety (Cargamanto) 

G-S653 (Ecuador 299) 

G-2333 

Varietid effect. 1980c 

farmers l variety (Cargamanto) 

E 1056 

G 4727 

ylelds Vield. 

3.386 

1,159 

1,635 

1.947 

1,159 

2,307 

1.793 

(kg/ha) 

1,999 

2,183 

1.708 

1,075 

2,287 

1.947 

2,007 

Net ¡ncome 
(Col $1.0) 

87,121 

59.827 

102.373b 

6.901 b 

(58,171)~ 
(65,770) 

b 
9.579 e 

(22.671) d 
(30,270) 

31,619 f 

20,58,9 
(29.3,8)h 
16.617~ 

(25.390)h 

a4 lhe selection from the land race~ Cargam.;¡nto, WilS utl1ized in the inocu
latían comparison. Regional tria) yields werc with artificiai support 
and hlgher ¡oputs thao the farm tríals. All input levels except ioocu" 
l(1tioo were ídentical in the farro tría)s. 00 the check wito nitrogen 
boto coemical fereiJ izer and cnicken m.mure were employed. In the 
inaculated treatmcnts P20S and K20 were employed at toe Sáme levels as 
lo the combined cneM[cal and organic fertilizers. 

b. The pricu rcceivcd by farwers for Cargamanto W~5 75 pesos/kg_ farmcrs 
estlmated that the two sITl<'l11 red v<lrieties. G-5b53 and G-2333. would 
rcceívc approximately 30 pcsos/kg on their local markets. ¡ncome 
calculatioos were aiso made at only a smail price discount for these 
ne:w varietics. See footnote c. 

c. Het ¡neome was reestim.;.¡ted with a minimal price discount from the 75 
Col, $/kg of Cnrgam;;¡nto tú 60 pesos/k9~ 

d. ¡he costs of toe nc\v varieties were reestimated with the assumptíon 
thnt no sprayíngs were necessary. Toe príce of 60 Col S/ha was 
rctained. 

e. These are the same regionül variety trials reported (or 1979 in Roman. 
et.al. 

f. The mean price recelvcd by farmers for Cargamento w~s !¡S pesos/kg. 

9. farmors éstimdted tnat these larger grtiin size sclcctions would 
receíve qQ pc~os/k9 (E iúS6) <lnd 30 p~sos/k~ (e k7/7). 

h. The t;.osls for the production of the sclcctíons Here rcestimated without 
the C{)stJ:l. of chcmícal protcction agalnst discases <lnó insects. 

Sources: 

The regional td~1 ob5crvations wcre taken from Alberto Román, et.a1.~ 
1980, pp,25 and SO and eIAT. 1981. 
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trials no chemical control of disease was employed and the farmers' variety is 

especially susceptible to anthracnose. Farmers, however, utilize high levels 

of fungicide so the farm trials included thls input. The price díscount for 

the new bean selections as compared with the farmers' variety was substantially 

reduced from 1979 to 1980 (see the footnotes to Table 4) as the cl imbing bean 

breeder began selecting larger mottled seeds closer to those of the farmers' 

variety. In 1980 one new seJection gave approximately the same.net income as 

. that of the farmers' variety .!.f.. the sama ylelds of this selection could be 

maintained without spraying (¡ncome comparisons underlined in Table 4). Net 

income comparísons of the farmers' variety and the selections indicated sub

stantial ímprovement over time in the selections. The bean farm tríals 

indicated to the breeders other yield constraints not observed on the experiment 

station. Moreover, the price discount was substantial for the smaller seed 

size of the new varieties in 1979. Taste preferences are very important in 

determining the profitability of both new bean and cassava technologies 

(Sanders and Lynam, 1980b, p. 12). 

In one site a new variety without commercial potential in Colombia but 

w!th multiple resistances was utilized to test the disease resistance emphasis 

of the bean programo This variety outyielded the farmers' variety with and 

witho~t chemical controls. Regressing the yields of this variety on the 

insect and disease incidences across farms indicated a second generation 

constraint of substantial yield losses from Web Blight. Obtaining resistance 

to this disease would have increased yields by a mean value of 1.6 t/ha in 

this region and semester (CIAT, 1981), 

Only the improved agronomy combination successfully passed all three 

criteria and is being accepted by farmers (Table 2). This diffusion onto 

Colombian farms in three regions is one val idat!on of the screening critería 

util ized to evaluute the ferm trials. Farmers undoubtedly have other 

objcctives besides profit maximizatíon constrained by their resource 

availabitilies and other o~portunities; however, new technology satisfying 

these critería apparently "ill be adopted at least by some farmees. The 

farm trials and the screening criteria ¡¡Iso appear to be effective in 

identifying applied rcsearch problems and other design requirements of new 
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technology for breeders and other scientlsts. 

e o N e L ·U S ION 

Most of the experiment station output of the first five years of the two 

crop research programs did not pass the tests for farm level suitability. 

Thls should not be surprizing with those fami1 iar with 'the long lag time 

necessary to first identify the constraints to yield increase and then to build 

new varieties and associated agronomlc Improvements to overeome these con

stralnts (Sanders and lynam, 1980b). The dramatlc differences between the 

performance of new technology at the different levels of the research process 

roake obvious the importance of designing, Implementing, and evaluating farm 

level performance of new technology. The cases of "elean" or improved seed, 

inoculation, and new selections of cassava all clearly illustrate the dangers 

of making policy recommendations befare systematic evaluation at the farm. 

Not only is yield performance of new technology often very different at the 

farm than in the regional trial but a150 the farm is the appropriate level of 

the research process to do economic analysi5 and to respond to the systems 

questions about the fit of the new technology into the whole farm contexto 
, 

In the enthusiasm for farm surveying and experimentatian there has be en 

a recent overemphasis of the yield increasing potential of farm level adjust

ments to new technoloqy (Gilbert, et.al., 1980, Norman, 1978, 1980). At the 

farm fine tuning of new technology can be done by improving management and 

adapting for environmental differences (Zandstra, 1979, pp. 138-143). 

However, the yield gains from fine tuning are expected to be small compared 

with those of the principal products of experiment stations. new varleties 

with improved agronomy. Farm te5ting is appropriate for the feedback to 

researchers on new tcchnology and to specify further research requirements. 

Farm te5ting can al50 1 ink farmers into the research deslgn process and serve 

as a final check on the economic viabil lty of nc\< technology. However, farm 

testing begins with the experiment station output and therefore has to be 

wcll 1 inked to this primary rese~rch unit (8yerlee, et.al •• 1979. p.3; 

Zandstra, 197.9, p.143; Big95, 1980, p.13S). 
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